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• January 2013: Concerns in Dutch parliament that the competition laws may be too 
much of a hindrance for agreements in agriculture on improving animal well-
welfare and the environment

• Minister of Economic Affairs, Policy Rules WJZ/14052830, 6 May 2014, Article 2:

“In the application of Article 6(3) of the competition law [the Dutch equivalent of 
101(3) TFEU] the Authority for Consumers and Markets considers in its assessment of 
the conditions whether […] in agreements that restrict competition made to enhance 
sustainability, a fair share of the improvements benefits "users" in the long run.” 

• ACM publishes vision paper: May 2014 

Introduction





1. Benefits have to be objective and clearly visible

2. A fair share of the benefits has to go to consumers – at least compensating them

3. The restrictions must be necessary to obtain the benefits – “cartel-specific”

4. Sufficient residual competition must remain

Four conditions in ACM Vision Document:
A “Public Interest-Defense”



Some Immediate Concerns

• Agreements carry direct and indirect risks of collusion

• Sustainability as a public interest sufficiently vague to allow many interpretations 

• Overly rosy claims, including as an ex post cartel defense

• Can undermine deterrence

• Need for conceptual clarifications – public economics 

• Why would a cartel promote sustainability?

• Is compensation of consumers ever possible? – even under perfect information



Can Collusion Promote Sustainability?
(with Yossi Spiegel)

• Duopoly; two-stages: sustainability level, quantities; constant marginal costs

• Sustainability is product improvement (tied): raises willingness to pay

• Four regimes: competition, sustainability coordination, production cartel, full collusion





Production cartel increases total output when sustainability costs are low 
and products are sufficiently homogenous



Compensation Requirement



Is Compensation Sustainable?
(with Lukas Toth)

• Suppose the public interest benefits are there, they are cartel-specific, 
and sufficient residual competition remains

• Fair share is exact compensation, instantaneous

• Public interest interpreted as a public good

• Key trade-off: Higher price for the private good versus the willingness 
to pay for (additional) public good

• Can price rise finance sufficient public good in compensation?



Standard Public Economics



• Competitive equilibrium (partial): under-provision of the public good

• Contributors and non-contributors

• An individual is more likely to contribute if:
• His wealth is sufficiently high
• Other contributions are sufficiently low
• If he attributes a relatively high value to the public good
• If prices of the private goods are high 

• Public good provision (and utility) is independent of the wealth-distribution, as 
long as contributors set is constant (Bergstrom et al., 1986, Bernheim, 1986)

• Policy neutrality breaks with changes in the set of contributors



Comparative Statics at Play

• Hardest to compensate consumers need not be the most harmed

• Public good compensation is not capped, as monetary compensation is

• Some consumers may actually gain from price increase 

• Cartel contributions crowd out private contributions



Guidance paper to Article 101(3), recital 87:

“The decisive factor is the overall impact on consumers of the 
products within the relevant market and not the impact on individual 
members of this group of consumers” (Asnef-Equifax, 2006)

The question how compensation within the group of consumers 
within a relevant market is to be done is largely open. Average? 
Median? Some weighted average? (Utility?)

Who is to be compensated?



Two Consumers with CES utility





Concluding Remarks

•(Hard core) cartel may improve under-provision of public goods (tied, general)
•Typically, compensation must be required – which may discourage tied sustainability
•Cartel-provision often unsustainable:

• Crowding out of private contributions by cartel contributions
• Those to be compensated have self-selected through private good consumption, as 

low willingness to pay types (even non-contributors). 
• Plus they have a large exposure to harm through quantity consumed. 

•Policy asks those to pay for the public good (via private good) who value it least
•Heterogeneity of preferences, contributor and non-contributor groups

•Huge information requirement for competition agency: all people’s preferences
•Regulation, rather than “self-regulation”, seems superior 


